
On July 16th, the University of North Carolina, Wilmington Campus unveiled the new 
energy efficient, environmentally friendly luminaries installed on the prestigious Chan-
cellor's Walk.

Acting as the main pedestrian artery through campus, UNCW officials selected the 
Chancellor's walk as the ideal location to unveil their campus-wide environmental im-
pact program which is being implemented by UNCW's Facility Manager, Steve Pickard 
and UNCW’s maintenance department.

Campus goals include reduced energy consumption, green house emissions and im-
proved quality of light. Pickard explains that UNCW is extremely sensitive to the en-
vironmental and economic impacts of their campus-wide lighting system, however he 
further elaborates that these new LED luminaires are also very much a part of a campus 
wide security enhancement program.

Selected for their period style construction and University Grade performance, the 
Beacon “Windsor” luminaires, powered by Beacon light engines are as much of the 
Georgian-themed architecture as they are precision optical instruments.  Beacon's indi-
rect optical system and Beacon's light engine provide an even blanket of light which
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 produces very little glare and 
increases the overall quality of 
light on Chancellor's Walk. 

The new 48-watt twin Beacon 
Windsor luminaires replace 
single 150-watt High Pressure 
Sodium luminaires, but were 
selected as alternatives to the 
twin 175-watt Metal Halide 
luminaires the University was 
originally considering from 
Beacon and other manufactur-
ers.

Beacon's LED optical and in-
tegration technology coupled 
with Beacon's aggressive 
research and development in 
LED light sources proved the 
possibility of providing light 
levels comparable to 175-watt 
Metal Halide sources while 
consuming one fourth the 
energy.

Beacon “Windsor” Luminaires powered by Beacon light engines safely illuminate UNCW’s 
prestigious Chancellor’s Walk.   Twin luminaires are mounted on 14ft poles and are spaced 90ft 
apart.  The nearly half-mile lighting system consumes less than 2000w of electricity.  Comparable 

traditional lighting systems would consume nearly 8000-watts of electricity.
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Additionally, Beacon's LED light 
engines are designed to withstand 
years of use and are expected to be 
maintenance-free for 50,000 hours 
of operation; which campus offi-
cials estimate will be 11.7 years.

In addition to the Chancellor's walk, 
UNCW has also installed Beacon's 
“Traditional” LED luminaires on 
the facades three separate buildings 
on campus.  Each Traditional lumi-
naire consumes less than 25 watts 
of electricity and replaces an HPS 
down-lighting system, which were 
extremely difficult to service and 
costly to run.

 
Beacon's Chris Bailey further states;
“what we are doing is em-powering
Universities, Municipalities and
other customers to utilize the 
advances Beacon Products have 
made in solid state lighting to 
benefit the communities of this
generation and generations to come.”
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